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INTRODUCCIÓN
Rey Ardid Foundation was born in 1991 and works in different fields and collectives:
mental health, elderly people, immigrants, training, employment, etc.
In 2008 we started to work with the project ParteActiva (in immigration field). Its aim
is to promote social integration of immigrant people.
This programme has basically two lines of action:
♦ Empowering: training activities and workshops (computers, access to new
technologies, social abilities, spanish, communication,...). Also we organize
specific activities with groups of woman.
♦ Associations of immigrants in the city: training courses providing tools for
members of associations to actively participate in society and support for this
organizations.
MAIN
ACTIVITIES
♦ Spanish activity: Participants learn about vocabulary, expressions,
conversations in Spanish language. Also there is an alphabetization group.
♦ Languages activities: At this moment there is an English workshop and a
French workshop. Also there is an alphabetization group.
♦ New Technologies Workshops: introduction to use a computer; Internet;
electronic email, etc….

♦ Resources “How to look for a job: selection process and the
interview; motivation letter; use Internet for looking a job….
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♦ Women Group: With this group we work the empowerment of this
woman through sessions of social aspects, communication skills,
motivation, leisure, etc… The most of the participants are from
Africa.

♦ “Meet your city”: In this activities the participants receive useful
information about the city, the transport, information places, etc…
♦ “Immigration law in Spain”: It´s an information activity about legal
aspects, Immigration Law, Rights and duties.

♦ Support for Immigrant Associations: Volunteers can participate in
some activities we organize with these associations.
♦ Intercultural Activities: Sometimes we also carry out activities
promoting other cultures and intercultural dialogue. In this sense,
volunteers may also diffuse their culture.

This program is flexible, so we can organize new activities
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USEFUL INFORMATION
Volunteers will participate in the whole process (elaboration, implementation and
evaluation) in the different activities (computers, social abilities, new technologies,
communication, etc.).
There will be activities with groups of women to attend their needs. In order to
facilitate the participation of woman, sometimes during the activities we can organize
a Children Space in which volunteer care for them and organize plays with the
children. If they had no chance to bring their children we offer this Children Space.

The activities program is flexible, so new activities may be carried out to boost and
develop skills and abilities of volunteers.
The Working team is composed by:
- A responsible of Integration Area
- A Social worker
- The volunteer team (Local and European).
There is a Youth and Volunteering Section (composed by all the volunteer who
participate in Foundation). New volunteers will be integrated in this Section and will
participate in the different activities such trainings, meetings, work journeys.
Furthermore, we will enable the contact of volunteers with different organisations we
usually work with (Coordinadora Aragonesa del Voluntariado, Consejo de la
Juventud,...).
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PRACTICAL ASPECTS
♦ At the first week the volunteer will received information about the city, the
neighborhood where she will live, practical aspects and also a support to
facilitate her/his integration.
♦ The timetable of the volunteer will be from Monday to Friday (from 9h to 13h)
and one day a week the volunteer will be until 16 h. Saturdays and Sundays
will be free. In case of exceptional activities, the timetable of the volunteer could
suffer change. In this case, we compensate the hours of excess.
♦ The volunteer will receive a Spanish course during the afternoon, according
previous level.
♦ The volunteer will live in a flat with other volunteers of the EVS Program.The
volunteer will have a shared room and basic covered needs.
♦ Every month the volunteer will receive money for food and local transport and
pocket money.

More information: www.reyardid.org
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